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ABSTRACT

This research aims at knowing Claire effective use Plan in the collection of the first grade students of the medium in history and the use of the experimental method in order to achieve the goal of search. The experiment has lasted one course for the academic year (2014 – 2015) at medium – zahranevor hood for girls school in AL-Khalis district.

The sample of this study is (72), (36) students of control group and (36) of the experimental group.

The students of both groups has equated in the following variables ((chronobgical age measured Educational attainment of Parents, Degrees history for the half our for the academic year (2014-2015)).

The researcher has used the experimental design of the partial control and post – test for the both groups. The experiments has started at 19/2/2015 it 7/5/2015 until the dawn.

After the completion of experience results were and analyze statistically by using of second T- test for two independent samples. The results showed superiority of the experimental group who studied the use Claire students plan to the control group who studied in the usual way in achievement test.

The researcher has been concluded the followings:
1- The Claire plan that confirmed its effectiveness the way normal increase the collection of students in the first grade average in history.

2- The use of Claire plan leads to the positive interaction of the Students and the actual participation throughout the experiment.

In the light of the result, the researcher recommends the following:

1- Claire benefit from the plan teach other material Altarejomwed for all grade levels.

2- Encouraging the teachers staff to pay attention to the education of thinking in general. As mentally active helps move learning into practice and working life.

The researcher has suggested the following:

1- Conducting a similar study to know the effectiveness of Claire plan in other branches, In other variables caldafieh trend and inclination towards at tand creative thinking and Critical thinking.